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'Under Fire' ignites opinions
pages 3 and 10

Vol. 13 No. 6

Ripley's Believe it or not
Center spread
pages 6-7

Columbia College, Chicago

Enrollment up,

but aid down

Despite a decrease in scholarship funds, Columbia's Fall enrollment has soared II percent over
last year. said school oHicials.
"We have 4,800 students enrolled
ror the fall 1983 semester," stated
Kate Asslin.
The college enrollment statisti<:s
have increased 500 students com pared to the 4,300 we acquired in
the Fall 1!182. These students are
from all walks or life - new
foreign, transfer and r eturning
graduates. Both the fall semester
statisti<:s were tallied by the Ad·
m issions and Records Departments, requiring 2-3 weeks to pro-

cess one volume .
:·we_are 11 percent ahead or applications this yea r . " stated
Donald Warzeka, Director or the
Admissions OHice. "95 percent or
our students come from the
Greater Metropolitan area and
3.5% are from out or state - such
as Indiana and outlying areas
around the Great Lakes." 'Ibese
statistics were taken from last
year's tally. He also said that " last
year was the best year" or enrollment and "our record year" but
this year bas broken that mold.
Just like last year, there was
tremendous help from the other
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Letters to the Editor

Quality or color?
'l'lle qiiiiiU-. • llllt wbelller Amertea Ia ready for a lUck presldlllt.
'l'lle qllllll8oa Ia c:aa Amei1ea, or any C01111trJ, afford to ~ t1a
. .,.~ olftclala by my ltaDdardll otber tball tbelr ablllt)' to effeo.
a,eiJ pertana !be data. aDd ~of lbatputlcularofftce.
, . ,.... pel'CIIIItlcla tbat • wblte male Ia tile ,..., qaaiUied to
rw111e 1a a.Onl 01111=e 1a 1111t 01117 ~bill Jtcao c111 lmparable
......... --..,.~--tbe~olftclllatbe-*J
laiD.--.
'
.
•
•• line bard 110 IUD)' tm- In tbe pall .... afllrmatlte aetlall
- - altlalaleiJ create ~IIIIey. T b e - - beNld ..._
wldle malelare at- eublllYeprlvlle&e to IDVM~]IOGtlaal.
" ' - 1t wu ftnt ..,._. tbat a lUck 1R11M be -*IDa 111e
Democ:nde PrwldeaUal DOmiDaUoa, CCIUIIUaa art1e1a were wrUteD
oa wblitber Amerlea wu ready for a black prellldeat. We fOCUied oa
bladt rather tball quallf1catioas.
. It a an but oftlclal tbat t11e Rev. . 1 - Jacaoa wm 1ee11 t11e
Demaer8tk: prelkleatlalDOmlllat.loll. Tbe ~ DOWibauld be: Ia
Jad!DI quaUfteclto bold tbat po.tttoa ud doeB be have tbe IIJidentaD.
diDI of tile IDtJ1eate office be Ia maklllla bid for?
J a - may llllt ltaDd a gbast of a dwlee to wiD tbe DOmlllatloa,
but Dlltaler ciD IGdl PrwldeaUal bopef1lla. Alaa CraHtoo of CaJUorala ...a ReubiD A * - ot Jl'lorlda. er-a. ud Alkew are white ud
haven't recet~ any crtt1c1am for waaJD1 tbetr loiiD& campalpa.

An Open Letter
To Columbia Students:
If we humans are to continue to
love, work, dance, listen to music,
smell flowers, see a sunrise, dunk
a basket . . ., we must race and
come to terms with that which we
would prefer not to think about:
the threat or nuclear war.
As members of the human community, all or us must walk our
share of the long journey to a more
peaceful and just world lest we be
asked by our brothers and s isters:
where were you when your family,
the human family, needed you;
when helping hands needed to be
there? Were you hiding out? Did
you not care? Were you busy going
about business as usual while the
world was crumbling about you;
and all the children were being
sent to the crematoria?
The week or November 5-12 has
been designated as Education
Week - "The New Arms Race or
New Ways or Thinking" - by
faculty and student groups from all
over America who wish the human
race to continue to exist, and not be
exterminated by the beast or
nuclear war.
During this week, your teachers
have been requested to devote all
or some portion or their classes to a
discussion or the arms race and

ways to curb It from the perspective or the discipline/professional
area which you are s tudying in
class on a ny given day.
As a college student, you are in
the most fortunate position or not
only being given the opportunity to
learn a discipline in your professional area, but also lo be enlightened on the great issues of your
lime. In pursuit or such enlightenment, do respectfully request of
your teachers that they schedule
lime in your classes during
November 5-12 to discuss " The
New Arms Race of New Ways of
Thinking." You owe them and
yourselves no less.
Respectfully yours,
Louis Silverstein
Co-ordinalor
Concerned Faculty,
Starr & Students
of Columbia College

Dear Editor,
In r egards to the last edilorial
about the Lebanon crisis, I feel
that the story should have been
better investigated. The situation
In Lebanon doesn't concern U.S.A.
But since it concerns Israel, U.S.
has to get involved. Being a
Palestinian, I reel tha t U.S. has no
concern what happens in the Middle East.

If you get the real slory behind
the Middle East situation, you will
understand that It's a religious
war. And a territory war.
If U.S. would go back in history
35 years, they will see that there
was a territory called Palestine
which is now Israel. In 1948, the
Palestinians had their own holocaust.
Many Palestinians were murdered in many ways, and they were forced lo leave their own borneland.
Israel has progressed and
became a better country because It
has always been supported by U.S.
Lebanon was ruined by Israel
who was supported by U.S.
weapons. So now, U.S. is helping
Lebanon get its.country back on Its
feet. But U.S. weapons ruined it in
the first place.
U.S. involvement in the Middle
East is because Russia Is near and .
so is the oil. So really U.S. Is lnvolved for its own purpose.
·
Think back in history and
remember the Palestinians.
Thank You
Ayman Barbarl
Junior, Columbia College

,------------...1

Amerlea lllliSt 1eam to pay._ atteottoa to tbe cbarac:ter of t1a
cltlzeoa, rather tbaD tbe color of tbelr lldDs. Aft« aD Amerlea doelll't
bave tbe luxury of wuttng valuable li:Dowled&e. limply bec:auae of tbe
package It comes ln.
We have wllnesaed In the past, from federal to local governments,
lbat being a white or black politician can DOt guarantee proficiency
aDd I f -Judee our government officials oo tbat bula It w1ll ultimately
prevent America from reacblnglts full potential.
America mu.st DOt let Its selllalmeas get In tbe way of Its posterity.
Tbe growth of a c:ountry depends largely on the participation of Its en·
tire population.
·
Tbe ~atlon behind America's reluctance to give blacks a fair
Chance Is fear. Some white feel that a gain for a black tranalates Into a
II* for a white, when It actually raults In a gain for everyone and the
eountry too.

Ribbons of red tape
With a new lOIIIlfJe, a new library, new photo studios, and new com·
pulers, Columbia aWl Ignores the fact th:~t It needs new typewriters.
Students are working with typewriter. tbat are at least 10 years.old,
and that In Itself Is too kind. Tbe typewrtlers oo the fourth and "stxth
floor typing rooms don't work properly, and too many don't work at
all. For example, many typewriters don't bave ribbons, and ones tbat
do, the rlbboos are walking on their own out the door.
Buytnl new typewriters II expeoalve. But aee1n1 over S2 IJlUlloo
worth of remodellnl makes us all kind of wooder - bow mudl more
would new typewriters cost?
1'boN ltudents using the typewriters are mostly wrltlnl and Jour·
na1lam majors, and other students are In the lyplnJ room• typlnl term
papers or Ullpments for other cluaea. But Journalism maJors uae
tbese rooms on a daUy buts. Joumallsm, conteqUenUy, Is the
lmal1est department next to AdverttslnJat Columbts Coll. .e. It Is obvious tbat tbe co11e1e Ignores one of the 1mallest departments by DOt
IUppl)'lna tbe department with adequate equipment. And typewriters
play an active role In Joumallsm. A Joumallxt and bls typewriter 10
baod In baod. Altboulh video dlsptsy terminals bave already taken ·
tJpewrUen Ill profellllonal Joumaltsm, typewriters tbat work are
lltW tbe lint belt tblnl.
'l»>aa oa typewrtten tbat doa't work properly Is a real headache
for . . , _ Wbo has • deadllnl. Down bert In lbe Cbrolllcle IIIWil'OOIIl,
wa bave t.ur typewriters ud oftly 0111 worb. Maybe tbat'l wby we're
bl-w.-Jy.

STRTc oF utoloiS
FiNAIJC/AL fltD
IC/iTIOIJS

@

Logo competition
winner is Bob Gilarski
The Columbia Chronicle is the student newspaper of Columbia College . The opinions expressed nrc those or the editorial starr and do not
necessarily rcllect the views or Columbia College.
·
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Arts lose 14 Inillion
moting local a rtists and art projects, compared to nine in 1983.
"Dial-a-Poem, Chicago!"
groups.
These areas of reduction have <346-3478) will tape works by 40
The Chicago Council on Fine
literary artists. That's only three
been prompted by the budget cuts:
Arts budget and stall suffered
more artists than last year.
- About $600,000 in grants will
drastic cuts as-part of the City's
be
awarded
to
about
200
local
ar- 650,000 publications will be
cutbacks. The Council's corporate
tists. A total of 210,000 people will distributed to the public. 31,000 inbudget will be reduded in 1984 by
benefit. This includes service to quiries for cultural information
almost a quarter-million dollarsspecial constituencies such as will be answered via taped "Dial
a 36 percent decrease, which will
youth,
seniors, and handicapped . F -1-N -E-A-R -T" (346-3278)
eliminate many programs and
The size of those grants will de- messages.
reduce others. At the same time,
pend on maintenance and/or exthe corporate stall has been cut
pansion of the City's Hotel/ Motel
Diane Chandler , a former Colfrom 27 to 15.
Tax and Community Development • umbia student who now works with
According to Council Chairman,
Block Grant commitments.
the Council, said she "can undersVictor J . Danllov, the Council
- Cultural Center and "U nder tand that Mayor Washington had
realizes the need to conserve city
the Picasso" programs and exhi- no other choice. None of this would
funds during this dillicult econobits will be cut by 20 percent. The have happened if his proposeC: promic period, but also believes that
potential for Council events to perty tax increase had come
the cutbacks are " unreasonable
through."
- Publication of the monthly showcase local talent and introand more than a fair share."
Among the Council's achieveAnother Council worker, who ask- Calendar of Events and periodic duce new audiences to the arts will
ments in 1983 were the following:
ed not to be identified, said she cultural guides have been discon- be diminished.
- 1.2 million people attended
wishes Mayor Washington's admi- tinued. These materials represent
- Implementation of " Percent
nistration would "look at all the the spectrum of Chicago's art com- for Art" legislation, in conjunction free programs a nd exhibits
Arts Council has achieved over the munity and encouraged public with the City Architect's Office, presented at the Cultural Center
last seven years. We want to con- awareness of the arts while pro- will initiate only eight public art and "Under the Picasso." In all,
787 events were sponsored.
1,236,000 units of books,
brochures, catalogs, fl yers, and
other publications were distributed
to the public.
by Tamara Spero
_
Aspiring columnists should note hope that you hit it lucky." It's like
Mike Royko kicked oil the Front Royko's down to earth observa- a poker game a newsman said
- Registries were maintained in
Page Lecture Ser ies by announc- tions of their chances. "It's very Royko is very good at.
Visual Arts and Performing Arts.
Royko is funny. His sense of In those areas, information and acing that he does not give lectures. unlikely that you'll be a columnist
He leaned against the podium and someday. Get into the news humor kept the " lecture" light.
cessibility were furnished to arWhen a student asked whether tists as well as the general public.
casually answered questions from business, work as a
and
Royko
felt
threatened
when
Bernie
enthus iastic students gathered in
1,128 inquiries were answered and
Epton was gonna buy the SunFerguson Theatre October 12.
Times and fire both him and Roger
For a journalist who has won just
Simon. Royko replied," Yeah, I
about every award a newspaperthought about suicide-" Royko
person can, Royko is surprisingly
thought that Epton was a comical
humble. He has won the Pulitzer
figure.
and was becoming more so
Prize, the Ernie Plye award. a nd
as the campaigning went on.
the Heywood Brown award a mong
Anothe r student asked what
others. But they just clutter up the
Daryl Feldmeir's best kept secret
office. Royko is one of the guys.
was, si nce Royko and Fedlmeir
When asked what a young
had worked together for many
reporter should do to get ahead in
years,
and were close friends. The
by Pam Jefferson
the news business Royko advised
reply was " Well , a lone he wears
getting a job on a small paper.
sequined
gowns."
" Nothing gives you the experience
A special screening of "Under
As a seasoned newspaperperson,
as taking a job with a very cheap
Fire". the movie about journalists
Royko doesn't worry about what
publisher, who uses as few people
covering Nicaragua's revolution,
people think of his opinions.
as he can, and works them half to
caused a loud dispute between
However, every now and then he
death." He feels this gives young
journalists a nd photographers at
prints
letters
from
"readers
who
· reporters a n opportunity to learn
McClurg Court Theater Thursday,
are unfriendly to let them blow oil
all the aspects of writing. editing,
October S.
some steam." He figures that if he
MlkeRoyko
publishing, and everything else
The Society of Professional J our·
gives them an outlet maybe they
that goes into putting out a
nalists. Sigma Delta Chi. staged
Photo by VIc VIctoria won't come after him with a gun.
newspaper.
the special fund-raiser and the
panel of correspondents who
answered a nd debated audience
questions and responses. SunTimes publisher J ames Hoge Jr.
was panel modera tor. The Chicago
Tribune's for mer Central America
correspondent and present metropolitan editor Ron Yates. Tribune
columnist Anne Keegan. and ABCTV's Central American correspondent J ohn Quinones were panelists.
investigating the home, family and before.
by Robert Bergsvik
Opinions sparked when a n
neighbors of an allegedly abusive
But, said Winter, the DCFS in the
anonymous
man told the panel
A top state child abuse official family . By law, the first checkup past has been hurt by publicity
recently blasted the Catholic must occur within 24 hours of an following the death of an abused Nick Nolte 's cha racter didn't lie
when he took a dead Nicaraguan
Church's stand on abortion, criti- abuse report.
child left in the home.
rebel leader's picture to create the
cized state social workers who do
DCFS investigato r s have
For
example,
Gregory
Duncan,
illusion he was alive. Others in the
therapy and said well-intentioned "almost unlimited" discretion
4,
died
nine
days
after
a
juvenile
agreed.
audience
confusion surrounded the issue of when probing a report of abuse,
court speci!ied certain parental
But Keegan. who helped evacabused children.
said Winter, but a re confined to ex" I think they ought to keep their amining the parts of a child's body behavior following a n abuse uate wounded after Guatemala 's
report. Duncan's father was in- earthqua ke. loudly disagreed. and
mitts off of it," said Jim Winter, spelled out in a court order.
referring to the Roman Catholic
In addition, police officers dicted three weeks ago for the the audience murmured agreement.
Church's condemnation of abor- sometimes mistakenly report child's death.
In Chicago, roughly 150-200
''I' m shocked at what I a m hear·
tion. Yet Winter, head of the Child abuse in unclean or sexually wellchildren a month are seriously ing here tonight." she said. "That
Protection Division of the Illinois developed children.
abused,
said
Winter.
Among
this
in America you're saying that fa k·
Department of Children and FamiWinter also criticized state
ly Services, an agency he said social workers who, although not group are " the kids fed tabasco ing a photograph is alright. ..
sauce,
the
ones
dunked
in
boiling
in the movie. Nolte plays a
often deals with unwanted chil- quali!ied, initiate psychiatric
photographer recording the peak
dren, called abortion a "stopgap therapy. He said this unapproved water."
of
Nicaragua's revolution. The
"
Day
care
and
an
enlightened
ellort."
practice was a holdover from the
" I see the result of too many un- 1930's, when many social workers birth control program is the only rebel soldiers befriend Nolte and
wanted pregnancies," he said.
" sort of glommed onto <Sigmund > way to prevent child abuse," he co-star J oanna Cassidy a nd escort
them to rebel leader Raphael. a
Winter, addressing the Public Freud."
said.
Allairs Reporting class from ColAlthough at least half of child subject Nolte has longed to
"We're not there to do therapy.
umbia College Oct. 11, stressed We're there to get our hands dir- abuse deaths occur in black photograph. But Raphael is dead .
The rebels insist Raphael live "a
that his abortion views were strict- ty, "saidWinter .
families, according to Winter, race
In serious or recurring cases of is not a factor. Rather, abuse few more days" to keep their suply personaL
UCFS duties, he said, included abuse, DCFS and the juventle results from the pressures caused porters morale up. to allow Presiinvestigating, housing and keeping courts must remove a child from by a lack of educational, financial dent Carter to withhold military
aid from the government. which
track of 1,400 abused and neglected the home - sometimes for years. and sexual upward mobility.
Winter doubted America's com- would ensure victor y. Nolte
Chicago children each month. Ac- The problem then, he said, was
cording to a 1982 DCFS report that a n emotional family bond is mitment to solving the root causes " decides" to create the illusion.
there were 59,194 cases of reported often broken.
"Anyone covering war can't be
of child abuse. Moreover, he queschild abuse and neglect last year "You take an abused child away tioned the potential of agencies like completely neutral. " Yates said.
"despite their politics. because
25,615 In Chicago alone.
from a parent and she is supposed the DCFS to disrupt people's lives.
"Are you sure tha< what you're there's blood and killing." Yates
Although lbe DCFS also oilers to improve her parenting
adoption services, the "great behavior?," he asked, adding that, doing in the name of child also covered Saigon and Cambobulk" of child care occurs in " Most foster care placements have abuse... is not just the law turned dia's last days a nd during the Vietfollow-up services, be said, such as resulted In more problems" than against the poor?"
nam War.
by George Cundari

tinue serving the public, especially
people like seniors and handicapped."
Among the programs being eliminated are the following:
- The Visual Arts Slide
Registry, which has served as a
resource fo~ selection of " Percent
for Art" commissions, and was used by architects, collectors, and
galleries.
- Film, video, and cable TV
technical assistance will be eliminated. This will affect creation of a
growing organization to represent
these artistic disciplines, as it will
deny the Council access to a professional community in the arts.

Child defender notes abuse

192 persons used registries containing 800 iistees.
-Some $500,000 in grants was
awarded to 183 artists and community cultural organizations. A
total of 217,000 Chicagoans benefitted from increased exposure'to the
arts. Many grants facilitated exhibits, performances, and instructional workshops for special constituencies.
Eileen Cherry, an academic advisor at Columbia, has referred
many students to the Arts Council
for gr ants.
Several persons at Columbia
have expressed opinions about the
budget cuts. Paula Weiner of the
Liberal Arts Department said,
" Personally, I think it's very bad,
although I really can't speak for
the entire department." On the
other hand, Kevin Coffee of the
Photography Department feels differently. " I think it's line," says
Collee. " The city has had its
priorities off for some time now,
and most people aren't interested
enough in the arts to be allected."
Persons who feel they will be
hurt by the budget cuts, or who just
feel that they are unfair, are urged
to call or write to Mayor Washington and the City Council. You can
wr ite to Mayor Washington at City
Hall, 121 N. LaSalle St. (5th Floor) ,
Chicago 60601.

Panel steams over

'Under Fire' theme

Royko opens 'lectures'

amid light hearted mood

Yates continued: "You develop a
bond with people you a re with
everyday. those you cover stories
on. You show their suffering. but
it's not fa ir to hold that side as the
only side."
Hoge th e n asked, " Ar e
Americans being used as pawns?"
" It's a n awesome responsibility
to write the truth, " Quinones said.
"The fact that both s ides seek out
American journalists says we are
depicting or striving for the truth."
Quinones said an "Under Fire"
scene where troops killed a journalist is "realistic." Quinones
revealed he was standing next to
the cameraman who filmed troops
killing an ABC correspondent, Bill
Stewart. Yet Quinones said they
didn't run " toward the troops in
anger afterwards... " as Nolte did .
" We fled iri fear ... "
Still. the unidentified man insited Nolte was right to "get involved" because " journalists have
failed to tell us what's happening in
the world because they want to remain neutral. "
Hoge then prompted the First
Secretary to the Nicaraguan Embassy in Washington to stand and
perhaps solve the debate on
"U nder Fire's" photo illusion.
But instead Angela Sabaos. a
native Nicaraguan. responded
tearfully. " l saw my people and
what actually happend to them and
my country. I felt and saw the
struggle that is still going on now."

.•• ~p r
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Few scholarships, aid available
<Continued from page I l
departments.
College representatives recruit
students from Cook, DuPage, Will
and other surrounding counties.
" For the first time this year," says
Warzeka, "representatives will
travel to Rockford, Illinois. the farthest ever to recruit junior and
senior high school students. Col·
umbia visits 50% or every high
school (district and area wide)
every 2 years for their day, night
and career college seminars.
There is one high school, whose
name I won't release, that won't invite us to speak to their student
body for recruitment because or
religious reasons. "
" Students attending Columbia
can fill out forms for the usual Pell,
Basic Equal Opportunity Grant
(BEOG l. and Supplemental Equal
Opportunity Grant !SEOGl . but
there are other means that can
help finance your education. They
are five undergraduate private
scholarships offered by the college
- the Ferguson ; the Clay Martin;
the Fischetti; the Friedkin and the
Pougialis," stated Keith Cleveland. Assistant Dean or the School.
" The Ferguson. " he said. "has
no subject matter enabling anyone
to apply ; the Clay M artin is offered

to photography students who are
chosen by the faculty; the Fischel·
ti, which is the most recent or the
scholarships. is offered first to
those interested in political cartooning and to journalism majors ;
the Friedkin is offered to television
and film majors and the Pougialis
is offered to art and painting
students. This year only 9 people,
chosen last year, received the
Ferguson schol arship. Last year, 4
received the Clay Martin; I for the
Pougialis; 2 for the Friedkin and 2
for the Fischetti."
Each scholarship is established
by the generosity of the donor. The
student chosen to receive the fund
is selected through the Department Chairman and their faculty
instructors. These merit based
scholarships, where students compete with one another, are chosen
by their academic standing, major
or portfolio work. Not based on
their financial need.
The Friedkin award is paid out to
students to cover expenses for projects they are working on; the
Pouglalis award that students
receive are small sums, but vary
from year to year; the Fishetti,
Martin and Ferguson award
monies that the college receives is
used to reduce the tuition of those

Some Columbia College students
selected scholarship students. The
m aximum amount to receive Is full · have received as much as $250 for
a minimum up to $3000 and $5000
tuition and the minimum amount Is
for a maximum.
determined by _ the donors
generosity.
" Sometimes," Pranske said,
Ray Pranske, Director or Finan"the awards are sent by letters
cial Aid, spoke of two other types of
stating that an award is enclosed
schol arship for Columbia students
and whether the scholarship is to
- the Internal and external private
be distributed directly to the stu·
scholarships. " For the beginning
dent the agency or organization
of the 83·84 Fall term," he said, " so
chose or to the students school acfar only 6 external scholarships
count , listing their name and social
were awarded totaling $8 ,228
security number. Financial Aid
which can't compare to the 82·83
doesn't fall into this type of fund·
Fall term awarding 26 external
ing."
private scholarships totaling
He exclaims, and he said to
$64 ,252 for the academic year."
quote him, " Stay the hell away
Over some 200 letters are sent to
from schol arship search funds,
colleges, Columbia included, offerbecause they're a rip off! The
ing scholarships which list recriteria are so high that you might
quirements or the student on the
be 1 in 6 million people to receive
application. Most are from local
·one! They give you information on
service agencies for undergradthings (scholarships> you already
uate and graduate students, some
know and prey on students who can
awarding as l ow as $300-$500, lookleast afford school! "
ing for students to give scholarThe Financial Aid Department is
ships to. If no one applies. the
money goes back into the organiza- in the process or building a library
li sting organizations where
tions fund to rise in amount.

students can receive other financial means. A book entitled,
"Chronicle Student Ald Annual" is
on order. "By this time next year,"
says Pranske, Director of Financial Aid, "we hope to have lbe
library completed, but · In lbe
meantime check at your local
l ibrary and organizations, as well
as, with us for scholarship needs."
"The Alumni doesn't contribute
funds in name," replied Jack
Wolfson, Department Head of
Devel opment and Alumni, "but lbe
generosity of the Alumni fund
comes directly to the school."
"Another way of obtaining
money for school is through lbe
college work study and work aid
programs," replied Gary Cohen,
Employment Counselor of the Professional Placement Department.
Mr. Warzeka said there are two
things a continuing student can do.
" One is to study and do well in
their studies and the other is"to get
the names or persons interested In
attending Columbia and invite
them to visit. "

Show your class
a Dutch of Class.

Department Digest
CCFO CONTEST
A $2000 prize will be awarded to the Columbian student who completes
the best project about human rights. nuclear arms, or r acism. The contest is sponsored by the Columbia College Faculty Organization ! CCFO l.
The prize money was donated by college President Alexandrorr. Applications will be available by November 1st. Contact the CCFO at
Theatre/ music.

6 bonles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland ~
6 bonles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways
to show your class what class is all about.

JOURNALISM
Don Wycliff, a reporter for the Chicago Sun-T imes. is scheduled to appear as guest speaker Wednesday. Oct. 26 at F er guson Theater as part of
Chairman Daryle Feldmeir's Front Page Lecture Series. Al so scheduled.
on November 9. is Larry Green, Midwest Bureau Chief of the Los Angeles
Times.

CRX~. IFM

T he r adio stat ion shortly expects FCC approval for a boost in power to
100 watts from 10. The incr ease will allow the station's new format
·hanges to reach a greater audience.

LIBERAL EDUCATION
The film. "If You Love This Pl anet" will be shown in Louis Silverstein's
Contemporary History class Nov. 1 at 6: 30. and Nov. 2 at 1:30 pm . Nov.
5· 12 has been designated A WEE K OF EDUCATION or New ways of
Thinki ng IJy the Union Concerned Scientists.

IENCE
The Science Dept. has recei ved a new video recorder . momtor . and a
rain container .

PLACEMENT OFFICE
The l our ca reer workshops coming up are : Basic Survival Techniques
on Oct. 26. at 3 p.m .; Resume/ Cover Letter Writing, Nov . 5 at4 p.m.; Job
Hunting Preparation Clinic, Nov. 5 at 9 a.m .; and Interviewng Techniq ues, Nov. 14, at 12 p.m . Contact the Placement Office. Rm. 1202, l or
etails.

VETERAN'S ADMINISI'RATION
Ray Prenski . Financi al Aid Director now In charge of Veteran's Administration, has announced a new enrollment certification process that
will allow veterans to get their first check sooner .

PHOTO DEPT.
A lecture and workshop lor heginnlng photographers by Larry Fink,
w1ll occur Nov. 4, at 7: 30 p.f'!l .

~

I
1

DANCE CENTER
Choreographers and composer s from the 'Collaborations: New
Dance/New Music' project will m eet for an open discussion at the dance
center Monday Oct. 24, at8:00.
~
Akasha and Company, a professional Chicago dunce troupe, wlll per- .3
lorm at the dance center Oct. 28, 29 and Nov. 4 and 5.
£
Kate Kuper will teach a choreograph workshop for three weeks beglnn·
lngOd . 31.

l
f

LAGER BEER
A brewer's masterpiece from Holland ~
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What's jumpin' on Halloween
by Michael Fitzgerald

test.. .1st prize winners will receive
two at Sweetwaters ...Aiong with
these festivities there will be a
special on cocktails.
Rapers Disco located 660
Orleans will party on Sun. Oct. 30,
for details regarding party, person s interested may phone
943-3378, however you m ust be 21 or
older.

When the bot pumpkin pies are
pulled from the oven, And the brisk
winds of Fall are sending a Chill
down the spines of all, The time of
year is once again here.
A festive lime for all to welcome

and cheer.
For kooks and spooks to ride
their brooms and wear their crazy
party costumes.
Here in the Windy City parties
will spark everywhere from the top
floors of C hicago's Tallest
buildings to the basements of the
citys liveliest night spots.
The Cinderella Rockerfella
located at Euclid Ave & Rohlwing,
Arlington Heights featuring
Superb Discotheque Entertainment will have a halloween bash,
co/ sponsored by WXQX where you
can join radio personalities on
Monday, Oct. 3l.. ..Best costume
can win you $200/ second best
costume, $100/ and third place
$50... Best dressed couple will win
dinner at Duntons, at the Arlington
Heights Hilton.
At The Posh Fantasy located
1640 W. 79th st., enjoy an Elegant
Evening for Clowns and Silly
folks... Oct. 31 , 8pm-4am hosted by
Banks and Company of WBMX.
There will be special treats and a
Masquerade contest.. .Winners of
the masquerade contest wiU appear on WBMX with Doug Banks
and Company Nov. I.

A Vampire stalks the Cbronlcle

oewsroom.
$100 plus a years pass for you and a
guest...2nd prize winners will get
$50 and a bottle of champagne ...3rd
prize winners will get a hand shake
and a bottle of champagne ... admission $3.00 and you must wear
costumes.

The· exotic Coconuts Disco
located 5320 N . Sheridan w ill begin
Halloween Five Oct. 31. Admission
$10 which includes free popers and
free buffet. Party begins at 8pm4am and judging of costumes
begins at eleven .
For many, halloween is just a
time to enjoy pumpkin pies and
parties, however for other s i t is

B.B .C.'s located at 9 W Divison
on Oct. 31: will feature all night
horror movies plus an apple bobbing contest where the winner will
get a bottle of champagne. There
will also be a costume contest at
midnight where 1st prize winners
will win $250.00, 2nd prize winner s
$150. 3rd prize winners dinner for
Dingbats on the Gold Coast 247
E . Ontario will delight you with
video horror films Oct. 31 , follow ing a costume masquerade con-

"Shear Madness" , in its 13th
month, is a comedy play that
allows the audience to become part
of the drama.
P roduced by Granberry P roductions and directed by Bruce Jordan, "Shear Madness" began i ts
second year last month and is
showing signs that it ·may run
forever.
Tbe story takes place in a Unisex
Hair styling salon on Chicago's
own Oak street, in which Tony
Whitcomb <Fred Barrows! plays
the part of a homosexual cosm etologist. He dances and sings to the
beat of a song, while carelessly
washing and setting a half bald
customer. Sitting in his barbers
chair is similar to a roller coaster
ride. Whitcomb is constantly making homosexual remarks to male
customers, in one instance be
cracked, "This is more fun than
being a page in congress," which
left the audience filled with
l aughter.
Allison Giglio <Barbara De Marcol plays the gum cracking assistant, who is obsessed with filing
and polishing her finger nails.
The plot unfolds when a has-been
pianist is killed in her apartment
above the sbop. Instantly, White-

comb and Giglio and four customers in the shop become the
prime suspects of two under cover
cops.
Peter Siragusa ( Nick Rosseti I
a nd Curtis P ettij ohn ( Mike
Thomasl are the two undercover
cops who just happened to be st ak ing the sbop out.
Suddenly, Detective Siragusa
breaks in the shop, with p istol in
hand, shouting, " Freeze, everyone
is under arrest." He has a John
Belushi-type presence, that seem s
to force you to l augh at almost
everything he says.
Stragusa informs everyone in the
beauty salon that a murder has
been committed above the shop
and that one of them is the
murderer. He then comes up with a
strategy to bave each suspect act
out everything they did in order to
find out who left the room. At this
time he tells the audience that i f
they see anything that did or did
not occur in the first scene, to
please speak out. Much to ever yone's surprise, the audience was
very observant, ptching almost
everything that did or didn' t happen prior to the murder.
The audience determined in the
end who the murderer was by a
vote call. Then the detective gave
the supporting evidence to back up

ween are as real to some people as
dressing up for the occasion. A ccording to an Irish legend, jack -olanterns was named for a man call·
ed jack, who could not enter
heaven because he was a miser . He
could not enter hell either because
he had played jokes on the devil.
As a r esult J ack had to walk the
earth until judgement day.

Halloween developed from an·
c ient newyea r festival s and
festivals of the dead. In the A .D .
800's the church established Ali
Saints Day on November. I , so that
people could continue a festival
they had celebrated before becoming Christians. The Mass that was
Special thanks to Catania McCoy
said on this day was called Ali
haliowmas the evening before Oct. for supply ing the make-up and
31 , became known as t Ali Haliow l costumes. Anyone interested in
getting their face done can contact
<e' en, or Halloween l.
Catania in the Financial Aid office.
Superstitions surrounding H allo- or call 978-2068.

Metro Minutes
FILMS ABOUT JAPAN
The first in a film series about Japan will be ' K ak o M origuchi : Y uzen
Kimono Artist' on Nov. 1st at 6 p .m . For m or e informat ion call the
Japanese Consulate at 280-0430.
·

A PANEL DISCUSSION
A panel di~cussion on Television and the Fi rst Amendment Ri ghts will
be held Sunday. Nov. 1st at 2 pm. and will include Christ ie Hefner and
other Chicago comm unicator s. For mor e inform ation call ACLU at
427-7330.

Denlsa Pitts meows in the scene.

MARCH ON WASHINGTON
A m ar ch on Washingt on to protest U.S. invoivem eni in Central Amer ica
and the Caribbean w ill take place on Nov . 12. ~'or mor e in formation contact Damian Barta at 227-2720.

Folly lives on
Audience picks ending
by Roshon Barnwell

just as fun to know how Halloween
got started.

t he audience' s decision.
"Shea r M adness" is subj ect to
change fr om performance to per ·
formance. because each audience
may decide on a different m urder.
that is the gr eat thing about this
pl ay. I t has no definite plot and t he
audience is as much a part of t he
play as the actor s themsel ves.

RENAISSANCE CHICAGO
Columbia College will sponsor a panel series entitled ' Renaissance
Chicago : International I m pact Through Com m unications·. John
Chanceiier . N BC new scorrespondent will be t he guest speaker at a iun·
cheon on Nov. 15th at 12: 15 pm. F or m or e in for.m ation contact Columbia
at 663-1600 ext. 422.

LECTURES
Lectures w i t h work shops on 'Sin and Virtue' . and ' T he
Psychodynamics Of Intimate Relationships' will be presented by James
Hail M .D . at Loyol a University starting Nov. 4th . For details call 475-4848.

Steinern clobbers sexism with book
by Tammy Sp ero
"Raised hopes, a hunger lor
change, and years of bard work
are running head-on into a
/111Stratlng realization that each
batUe must be fought over and
over again at different depths."
Gloria Steinem
Gloria Steinem was recently in
town promoting her new book ,
" Outrageous Acts and Everyday
Rebellions." T he Chronicl e was
able to get a quick interview with
t his controver sial author at an
autogr aph session in Water Tower
Place.
She is tall, slender and elegant.
Not at ail the r adical sixties
ster eotype or m anhating "women's libber " some would believe
her to be. Devoted fans wa ited
about two hours, some believing
she m ight give them answers or
perhaps som e m agical insights in·
to every problem from getting
money from Springfield for daycare centers, to finding a man.
When asked if she found gr eat
difficulties i n being a feminist
Stei nem simply answered, " Y es I
do. But i t 's easier this way than
giggling and saying to men ' Oh,
how clever of you to know the
time." '
And what about the women's
movem ent'? Why aren't enough
people ta king it ser iously '? Steinem
expl ains that it w as the Equa l
R ights Amendment that wasn't
taken seriously , not the women's
movement. The majority or the

. ..._

~ ._

people are for the ERA . It was
some powerful local legisl ator s,
and the m ass m edia that didn't
give the amendm ent the full
measure or attention it deser ved.
As a j ournalist Steinem i s par ·
t iculariy angry with 'the news
media. Since the l ong ratification
process for the ERA beg~ n back in
1972, not one major newspaper.
radio st ation. or T .V. network has
ever done an independent in·
vestigative r eport on what the
E RA would or would not do.
Instead t hey presented a few
debates, or interviews focusing on
who was for t he amendment. and
who was against it. By following
the "Fairness Doct rine'.' repor ters
and news executives fell they had
done their job in cover ing the ERA .
Accor ding to Steinem their mis·
t ake was that t hey never fully

...... -··--·.. ,. __ ..

stated what the issue at hand was.
Steinem stili wonder s why t he
media refuses to take this historic
event seriously .
" Why ar e wom en against the
E RA ?" and " Why is t he wom en's
m ovem ent dying?" were two questions St einem say were m ost often
ask ed after ERA failed to be
rati fied.
She advises ail those concerned
with the future of the E RA to find
out what special inter est s are controll ing state legislat ures, and to
see if som ething could be done
about t hem . This will be hard
because i f wom en wer e truly t o
gain equal r ight s, and equal pay
for com par able work, ther e would
be a gr eat r edist r ibution of wealth.
Companies could no longer depend
on women as a " cheap. unor ganiz·
ed . surplus l abor for ce as they do
now." Stei nem said.
Gloria St einem has been l abeled
many things over the years, but
she pr efer s to simply be called a
"feminist. " "Outrageous Acts and
Ever yday Rebellions" is a coilec·
l ion of the best of Steinem's wr iting
over the last t wenty years. M ost of
the essays are on feminism . poll·
tics. and American culture. One of
the pieces written specially for this
book is a tribute to Steinem's
mother. It's titled Ruth's Song
! Because She Could Not Sing It >.
Ruth Steinem was a former news·
paper woman who suffered a nervous breakdown before G lor ia's
birth , and never fu lly recovered.
Wi!h her book Steinem hopes to
g1ve !he publ iC a clearer picture ot
the status of women in our culture
today .

-- ..... __ ... .. ----·
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Ripley'Sa real
If thrills are what you seek this
Halloween, Ripley's "Believe It or
Not!", celebrating its 50th Anniversary, may be what you seek.
You may want to visit the Cata·
comb area. In this area you can see
famous mun1erers, torturers, and
• other grisly things.
Other exhibits you may want to
see while in the museum are the
genuine shrunken head from an Indian in Ecuador; beef bone carvings - one or a spinning wheel,
from a prisoner while he served his
sentences, and the $50,000 shoe, ·
which was presented to Ripley by
the U.S. treasury and made or
$50,000 worth or treasury notes.
Shoes were one or Ripley's
fetishes.
There are also items or beauty as
well as borror, such as, the Oriental headdresses, a toothpick ferris
wheel, made entirely or toothpicks,
and the over six feet long replica or
Cleopatra's barge made entirely or
gum sugar and pastry.
Some favorite exhibits or patrons
to the museum are the hardware
store, which shows all or the farm
tools that are taken from cows
stomachs, and the largest human
hairball.
All or the exhibits In the museum
are authentic. Ripley travelled
over one million miles and visited
198 countries ror odd and unusual
items for his museum, "Believe It

orNot! n
If you come in costume this
Halloween to the museum, you will

llaln story by ... Thomas,
Side story by Daw Moll.
Special tbaDD to Gale Mada,j,
ol Cllk:a&o'a Ripley

awsaeer-

MlllleUIII.

probably receive an entranCe discount, and the kids will get free
candy treats, Gale Madaj,
manager at the museum said.
Ripley's museum will be joirilng
the rest of the Old-Town block In a
Halloween cdebration the Salw'day before Halloween from North
Ave. to· Schiller St. There will be
two live bands, one at the comer or
North Ave. and Wells from 12 p.m.
to 5 p.m., the other at the comer or r
Schiller St., from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
There will be a pumpkin carving
contest from 12:30 p.m. to 2:30

~Up~eJ'a~ ttw-MIL •
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trick or treat
open to the first 100 applicaMagic and a high wire act
appearing at Burton St.
p.m. to 3 p.m . Halloween
not be the same if there
any costumes. so put on
for the costume contest,
will be reviewed al3: 30 p .m .
of the judges will be promicity officials and businessbefore Old Town was Old
Ripley opened his first
of human oddities and exat the 1933 Century of
Expo. Due to the great
he received·while he was
he decided to make
permanent home for his
Ripley had collected all
as he searched for subto put into his newspaper colHe overflowed his ~room
York studio. his 29-room
in Long Island. and numwarehouses. At the urging of
he decided to share his colwith the world.
early age, Ripley was inin drawi ng and sports. He
bis first art to Life magazine,
25, was one of the best sports
in the country.
working for the New York
he published the first
It or Not" cartoon, which
rought him to the attention of
lilliam Randolph Hearst, a
-eallhy newspaper man. As the
columnist at the paper, Ripley

I

Layout done by: Scott Sackett
JoleoeJooes
Ron Wojtedri
Peter RiDibkopf
Artist:
Scott Sackett
Pbotos by : Peter RiDII&bpt

v

J

Patient. It i s the word that best describes Richard GueU. His
time and effort resulted in a permanent spot in Ripley's
" Believe It or Not! •· museum in Chicago.
Al first glance. you would think that Mr. GueU's project i s just
an ordinary scale model of a ferris wheel. But if you look
carefully, you will find that the wheel is made out of
toothpicks ...over 14,000 of them.
It all started in 1943 by accident.. .literally .
"I had just broke my leg and was bored." said Guetl. a 70year-{)ld Chicago resident. " I became interested in an advertisement I found in a box of toothpicks. The ad sold plans to make
things with the toothpicks. When I bought the plans for the ferris
wheel. I decided to change them."
Geutl's version of the ferris wheel . which took three years to
build. is 36 inches in diameter. has seal s in each of the 24 cars.
hinged doors on the side of each car and is run by an el ectric fan.
It was one of the first exhibits al the Chicago "Believe It or
Not!" museum when il first opened in 196\1. The toothpick ferris
wheel even appeared in a Ripley's " Believe It or Not!" cartoon
in 1974.

----
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What do you think about the music
B-yP-ete- rRind
- sk-op-f_selection On the juke box in the lounge? __
By-Jan-et-Bry
--

"There's enough new music being by the radio station . So
stock the juke box with a variety of classics."
Brian Phelps. Broadcast/ Advertising.

"It's all top 40, I would rather hear more David Bowle or
Bauhaus."
Alexandra Meneses. Advertising

" It's better than CRX and it keeps me up In the morning,
too. I 'd like to hear more Clash."
Michelle Gimse, Graphic Design

"I think it needs more variety. It's too limited to a certain
group of people. More variety including new wave and
rhythm & blues. I like the Dead Kennedys and the Furs."
Peter Maldonado, Liberal Arts

" The music i s old and too outdated. I 'd like to hear more
Earth. Wind and Fire and Michael Franks. Overall , it is
bad to have a jukebox and the radio station on at the same
time."
Darryl Sheard, Illustration/ Advertising

" I think it stinks, and should have a wider variety of artists. More soft music to do homework with."
VIctor Johnson T .V./Film

Ad-v entures
of

Clyde
By Scott Sackett

....

The small , towheaded young
man opened the door of Columbia
College and strolled inside. To his
dismay, he could see nothing but
huge, grey writhing masses of people, and before he could jump out
of the way he was caught In the
undertow as several hundred of
them scrambled for a nearby
elevator. Around and around he
was whirled, spinning crazily !
With a wrenching cr ash he was
thruwn against the wall and fell to
the ground, dau:d.
Incoherent for several minutes,
the clouds before his eyes finally
began to cl ear away and he caught
hiS first good view Ol the Interior ol
the college - a dingy, yellowsta ined ceiling. He easil y controlll:d his excitement.
Rising to his feet and gathering
his hooks. the Odd One m ade lor
the closest open elevutor . He stepped within
" Hold ple11se," oozed u sugar sweet voice. A very young, nubile,
beautiful wlllflan was bouncing
towards him lie was very surprised. lor he h8d heard rruony rumors

that Columbia was destitute or attractive females. Happily. he
reached out firmly to stop the closing elevator doors. Even more
firmly, the elevator doors continued to close. The angel In the
hallway could not suppress a giggle as she watched three of the
young man's fingers fall to the
ground. Inside the elevator, the
young man stared In extreme annoyance at his ruined hand.
Quite some lime later, he found
himself wandering rather aimlessly about the sixth floor. As a wave
ol foul taste flooded the back of his
throat, he realized he had a great
need to relieve his bladder. After
fruitlessly searching lor the little
boys room, he spotted an open door
and entered therewith .
A small man sat crumpk'tl In his
chair, slumpt.'<l over a desk, suckIng joylcs.~ly on 11 prune pit. Our
hero broke the silence with a question or purely Innocent Inquisitiveness. "ExcuHe me, sir," he
asked, " but I wus looking lor tho
men's room and I was hoping )lou
could ... "
" WHATS ZAT SIGN SAY '/ "
snupped the putrid little m un U3 u
swine-like whiHtle ernmltt>d lrurn

his sucking, prune-juice-covered
lips.
" Huh? cried the Confused One.
turning to read the sign on the
door. " It says 'Graduate Division.'
I know that. Bull was just wondering where the... "
" WHATS ZAT SIGN SAY !"
snarled the old bugger offensively.
" Division! " cried the young
man, understandably frustrated.
"Graduate Division ! I know that! I
just want to know where the
boys ... "
" WHATS ZAT SIGN .SAY! "
spewed forth the little shit or a
man, popping a fresh prune pit into
his convulsing mouth.
Our hero left, quietly thinking of

ways to publicly humiliate the old
tart in the Graduate Division.
His nostrils caught a waft of a
sweet stench . that could only be
produced by several meticulously
unclean urinals. With that he
followed his nose unerringly to the
nearest mens room .
A door on one of the stalls opened
a crack and a shy eyeball peaked
out. "Please, sir," whined a meek.
pathetic voice. " I ' ve been here for
days. Can you spare me a single
scrap of toilet paper? "
Compassion filled his heart, and
our Humane Hero gave the poor
soul his last roll of toilet paper.
" Thank you sir! God bless you!"
The door slammed shut.
He moved down. In the next

stall, his pants around his ankles, a
brash intellect sat on QIIC of the
unmentionables. On his lap was
perched a huge :Thesaurus; on the
stall walls he was busily composing Shakespearian style sonnets.
He stepped down. A green, filmy
haze enveloped the Door. 1be
urinals were at last in sight.
He strode forward. As he unzipped, he pondered the purpose of the
strange white strainers at the bottom of each urinal.
In a moment he was in urination
heaven.
His name was Clyde Bowl!ace
Fliezopen, and these were only the
beginning of his adventures at Columbia College.
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ATl'N : INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS WE
SPECIALIZE IN PERSONAL
EFFECTS AND ALL
. HOUSEHOLD MOVES. SAVE
1~ ON AIR-FREIGHT
WORLDWIDE . DETAILS
CALL BDG INT'T
SU.58S-'1340.
HALLOWEEN IS A TIME
FOR PARTIES, SO WHERE
ARE THEY PEOPLE?
SPREAD THE WORD
THROUGH THE LOUNGE.
Phyllla. WUson·home phone
B-1581
TUTOR IN ACCOUNTING I
Belt time to caUls In the even·
lnp.

A VERY SPECIAL HAPPY
BIRTHDAY BOB! Love, the
Cbroolcles staff.

To my "big brother'' Bob,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Love,
J .J .

6UU 10 T)IL) .WI't"t:~! ( IU(.~

fUT,~JCI:
~-'IU.'*)T

ft -'T, TMb l 5ll, "'"fClol ,
(T'I+Ntcfllo"T.l,.S~ II: T

~~s,r,.~~~:t~:-'!.· ;!.!, ~~":..

WANTED: BAUHAUS " A
GOD IN ALCOVE" FLEXI·
POP DISC. WILL PAY $5 for
it. CALL PETE, 537-1895.

WANTED :

POLARO ID

" ZIP" (BLACK AND WHITE
ONLY) CAMERA. WILL PAY
$15. Call537-1895 ask for Pete.

Chronicle newspaper person:
I beard somewhere that
Pewter Is worth more than
gold. Is there any truth to
this? Let me know sometime.
Signed, a staffer...

I was wondering what was happening
to all the cloc k s a round h ere!!

Together,

we can
change things.

.. -....._
~ 4J<1-~
If
~-

~

·· nOH NO! I think I just hit a Demi-god!'/
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by Jolene Jones
Welcome to this reporter's slice
of the world where you get the
latest scoop on the world of entertainment.
There's plenty of "show-biz "
news so let's get down to
"biz"ness.
Nov. 11 may seem like just a
regular day to an average person. But to a "General Hospital "
<ABC's top day-time soap l fan,
it's the day they've been losing
sleep over.
Nov. II finally begins a series
of shows on "GH" that puts to
rest the lo_ve story of Luke and
Laura. Yes, Laura <GENI E
FRANCI S) returns for what
"GH" calls a special guest appearance span ning several
weeks. Francis maintains that its
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to finally end the popular
romance. But rumor has it that

Francis' a rr ival is a clever way
for Luke (TONY GEARY) to exit
the show. Geary may not sign on
for another year when his contracts up in December.
Congratulations to RANDY
OWEN, TEDDY GENTRY,
JEFF COOK, and MARK HERNDON better known as
ALABAMA, for winning three of
the COUNTR Y MUSIC ASSOCIATION'S lop awards- A/bum of
the Year for "THE CLOSER
YOU GET," Vocal Group of the
Year and for the second year in a
row which is probably the CMA's
most · precious award- " The
Entertainers of the Year. "
Alabama as reported here. comes
to Chicago Nov. 6, at the Rose-

mont Horizon . There are only a
few tickets left so grab 'em while
you can.
If you are wailing for DUSTIN
HOFFMAN to come to town.
you'll have to wail until the beginning of nex t year. Because of internal problems with the proposed play "Death of a Salesman," it
was pushed back until after the
first of the year.
On a brighter note. PAUL MCCARTNEY'S long awaited album
"Pipes of Peace " is due out next
month. Meanwhile. Paul's new
si ngle with M I CHAEL JACKSON
"Say. Say. Say" is climbing the
charts.
Hollywood's famous couple
ELIZABETH TAYLOR and
RICHARD BURTON moved their
play "Private Lives" to L .A.
Taylor and Burton in " Private Lives" (photos courtesy of Margie KorThey also announced that they shak)
plan to tape a show for HBO.
Finally. TIMOTHY HUTTON
the mirror, we looked alike."
when he was in Chicago a few
interviewing.
!Hutton had very long. hair and ·
It's refreshi ng to know that
weeks ago to promote " Daniel"
an unkept beard at the time. !
told me that he wanted the role so
some people care about the plight
Lumet and Hutton maintain
badly he had to convince director
of poor college journalists. As
SIDNEY LUMET that he was the
that the ROSENBERGS only
Lumet said, "We like to save you
right actor for the role. Hutton
partly inspired the movie. " It
ccollege journalists 1 for the end
flew to New York at his own ex- · was compl etel y a work of the imof the day because you' re more
pense, arrived on Lumet 's
agination. I was completely atfun ." Need I say more?
doorstep, and for the next two
tracted to a profound story of
Well. it looks like I ' ve run out of
parents and children," added
room for this issue.
hours he began trying to convince
Lumel that he was Daniel. ObLumel. .
Stay tuned for another chapter
viously, something must of workin the continuing saga of a "View
.A personal note of thanks to
ed . Hutton al so added "I saw no
Lumet, Hutton and BARRY
From the Balcony".
resemblence between me and
NEWMARK for allowing college
Till we meet again, " THAT'S
Daniel. except when I looked in
newspapers a chance to do some
E NTERTAINMENT!''

"Under Fire" sparks controversy
by janet Bry

Nolte and Hackman in love with
Joanna Cassidy.
"Under Fire" i s perhaps the first
Nolte's character. Russell Price.
major motion picture to deal with
is an experienced photographer
photojournalism and it will do to
whose
cameras have recorded
photojournalism what " Absence of
Malice" did to newspaper report- more Third World wars than he
ers a few years ago ; raise a lot of would care to remember.
Price arrives in Nicaragua fresh
ethical questions.
from assignment in Africa ,
It appears to be a powerful,
romantic movie about photojour- cameras loaded and already to
nalism and it is. It also is a movie begin again. He finds his friends
bound to stir up controversy over Alex <Gene Hackman ) and Cl aire
some of the unethical issues it (Joanna Cassidy) trying to end
their three-year rel ationship, a
raises.
Released nationally last Friday, pleasant surprise for Price who
"Under Fire" was shown to would like to explore his attraction
Chicago journalists and journal- to Claire.
Alex decides his move to New
ism students October 6 as a benefit
York and a network anchor posito the National Legal Defense
tion can wait. He stays in
Fund of The Society of ProfesNicaragua say ing, "I've heard it's
sional Journalists, Sigma Delta
a neat little war with a nice hotel."
Chi, and Its Chicago Headline Club
The love triangle gives "Under
chapter.
"Under F ire" stars Nick Nolte Fire" a subtle type of romance
without
compl icating the story .
C"48 HRS.". "The Deep" l. Gene
Hackman c "The French Connec- The film moves quickly to a more
tion" 1 and Joanna Cassidy <cur- serious stor yline concerning the
rently starri ng in the tel evision professional distance and objecseries "Buffalo Bill " 1 as three tivity of the three journalists.
Amer ican journalists i n Nicaragua Price, Claire ca m agazine recovering the fi nal days in 1979 of porter 1 and Alex are all veterans
Anastasio Somoza 's weakening of wars and revolutions but suddenly they are questioning not w hy
regime.
They portray three journalists they do their jobs but how. T hey
drawn together in their efforts to now have doubts about ·w hether or
report the drama of the Sandinista not to gel involved .
Price learns that the enigm atic
movement and they are drawn
together by a love t riangl e that has guerrill a leader Rafael has never

been photographed. He is warned
by a revolutionar y priest to go
home but it is too late - the
challenge is too great. For a man
who once described himself in one
l ine, " I don't take sides, I lake piclures." life has become com plicated.
After Alex returns to New York
and the anchor position much of
the movie has Price and Cl aire
falling in love and searching for
the elusive Rafael.
"Under Fire" also star s Ed Harris c "The Right Sluff" l as Oates,
an American mercenary whose
path always seems to cross
Price's ; Rene Enriques. ! "Hill
Street Blues") as Somoza, and
Jean-Louis Trinlignant as Marcel
Jazy, the Frenchy CIA agent who
personifies the presence of intelligence forces in Nicaragua.

"even bigger than Farrah Fawcett security forces and must go into
h iding before passing the film on to
back home."
Claire who gives it to the wires
Another unethical situation is where it is graphically and
presented when Alex learns that repeatedly shown.
Price faked the picture. He decides
to cover for Price although he
"Under Fire" is successful in its
agonizes over his decision a little attempt to present a powerful fllni
longer than Price did. Alex feel s about photojourallsm, however It
betrayed <he al so finds out Price could have shown more of the
and Cl aire are lovers l, but covers dangerous competitiveness of the
for his best friend for the sake of field. Instead it po1trays Price as
friendship. Th is is a little hard to an " advocate journalist" who is
swallow. It is difficul t to believe a challenged by the idea of personal
journalist would do this - espe- invol vement rather than profescially a senior network journalist.
sional challenge. "Under Fire"
mistakenly views deceit as a factOr
Nevertheless, "Under Fire" in advocacy journalism.
does have some heart-pounding,
thrllllng scenes, especiall y when
"Under Fire's" main failure is
Price runs into a roadblock and that i s doesn't give sufficient
witnesses a nd photographs motivation for Price' s action.
Somoza' s security forces killing Moreover, it does not explore- the
another journalist. He escapes the consequences or the faked picture.

The film JS powerful and a r eal
thr iller at times but it lost some of
its impact and believability by
having Price and Claire walking
almost calmly through towns fall ing to guerrill as w i th only
cameras. nolepads and while flags
protecting them._Nobody questions
them, and In many cases gives
them a second chance.
Price cr osses the line bet ween a
journalist ' s objectivity and a
patriot's loyally when he fakes a
picture for lhe Sandinistas. Rafael
is dead but lhe Sandinisl as want
him photographed as he If he were
al ive. They have learned that the
Carter Administration is holding
up $2.1 million of assistance to
Somoza pending confirmation of
Rafael 's death . The Sandinisl as
need the picture to keep up support
of their movem ent and to keep
morale up within the movement.
The filmmaker s lake away some
of the substance of the film with
their casual treatment of Price's
decision to fake the picture. He
treats It as another challenge this time lor a good cause - but
still a challenge. He does not think
of the consequences or the ethics.

Gene Hackman with 110me of Somoza's military pollee (photos courtesy of
Orion pictures>

Alex returns to gel un Interview
wllh Hu!uel who he suys Is now · NlckNolteandJoanna (photoecourteay o'Orlonplcturea)
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Celebrating a decade of dance
by Jody Osterreicher
On lbe fringes of Uptown lies a

se"gment of Columbia College with
which few students are familiar. ll
Is lbe dance center of Columbia
College on Sheridan Rd. near
Lawrence Ave. Dance center
students ;u-e easily identifiable as
they walk gracefully to and from a
nearby "L" station or stand tall
while wailing for a bus. They stand
out amongst lbe elderly and
unemployed who inhabit the
streets during lbe day.
1be dance center occupies a
largely windowless two-story brick
building with only a single red
metal door of lbe kind found in
stairwells, to mark its entry. A
stranger to lbe dance center would
lilrely pass by that door in search of
a more obvious opening.
1be lobby, too, Is inconspicuous.
ll is only after a short walk through
a series of narrow hallways that
one hegins to feel lbe rhythm, of
life at the dance center . On this
day, an advanced dance class is
being held in the first floor studio
and performance space. Pairs of
dancers leap across lbe floor to the
beat of bongo drums.

There are only a few spectators
now, but on the night of a performance it is a safe bel that most
every seal in the 225 seal theater
will be filled. The first three performancs of the dance center's
lOth anniversary performance
season have been sell-outs.
The season opened with the Los
Angeles-based " Bella Lewilzky
Dance Company". Dance center
students were still raving about the
magnificent one night only performance l ong after the company
left town.
Two weekends of perfor mances
by four teams of choreographers
and composers, commissioned by
the dance center to create new
works, opened in mid-October to
mixed reviews. The "Collaborations: New Dance/ New Music"
project was funded l argel y by the
National Endowment for the Arts.
The four teams judged to be most
deserving of financial backing included Chicago area artists :
Jackie Radis and William Harper,
Charlie Vernon and Sidney Friedman, Robin Lakes and Robert
Lombardo and Joe Burl and
Christopher Clark.

~xplore

Facets
by Pat Z . M cGavin

One of the most predominant
changes in the film community
during the last decade has been the
emergence of -the art deco fllm
houses that specialize In showing
non-eommerclal and little seen
foreign films that don't have wide
viewer appeal.
M.Uos Stehlik, part-time Columbia College Instructor, has been at
lbe forefront of this movement in
Chicago with the development of
the Facets Multimedia Center, at
1517W. Fullerton, Ave.
Stebllk Is co-director and
founder, along w ith Nicole
Drelske, of the fUm center which
bas been-Iii existence for some nine
years. One of the Slehllk's goals i s
to provide practical learning
craftsmanship to"the growing body
of young independent .filmmakers,
wbo are trained at Columbia College. The rum department focuses
Its training not only on the more
traditional aesthetic and historical

Shirley Mordine, founder and artistic director of Mordine and Company and chairperson of the Columbia College dance department,
dedicated the series to her close
f riend, matron of dance in
Chicago, Carroll Russell, who died
recently at 85. "The task is not to
mourn," said Mordine. "The task
is to celebrate." And. the dance
series did turn out to be a glorious
cel ebr ation of dance, music,
creativity, energy and talent.
The musical compositions were
consistently splendid . Radi s'
" Thread," depicting three different sides of one woman,
featured choreography that was
sometimes sensual and other times
aggressive.
Vernon's "Subject to Change," a
whimsical rendition of a storybook
romance, featured fine dancing by
the choreographer, himself and
Susan Richter-O'Connell. A l ack of
continuity in the choreography ,
however, worked against this
piece.
The Lake/ Lombardo collaboration was cancelled the first night of
the series after Lake was injured
in rehersal. She per formed in her

filtns

perspective, but -on the technique
and production of rums.
Stehlik, In an attempt to build
rapport with academia as well as
to make the activities of Columbia's film department public,
created the idea of the Facets/
Columbia Cinematheque. Fllms
are screened on Wednesday and
Friday to help publicize both the
college and the work of the F a_\:ets
Center.
However, since the roots of the
non-commercial film network are
shallow, the resistence has been
strong, and Stehlik attributes most
of the viewer reluctance to the
perc eption of the Chicago
filmgoer, which he estimates to be
a rather conservative body.
For as difficult a time Stehlik
has had in developing the Facets
Columbia collaboration, <most of
the patrons are non-Columbia personnel), some of the difficulty is
traceable to competition with
alternative film houses, such as
the Biograph, the Fine Arts, the
Parkway theaters in Chicago, and

the Varslly,ln Evanston.
But Stehlik finds the programming of his compelllors to be
repetitive and manipulative, and
he disavows any competition from
the other establishments.
So whlle developing an audience
for Facets/Columbia has been difficult, Stehlik is far from giving up
on his adventures ; he enjoys and is
proud of his ties to the school,
which he describes as being full of
"exciting, positive energy."
More i mportantly, Stehlik enjoys
the connection between Facets and
Columbia because of the obvious
social m essage that the films he
chooses Inspire and that Columbia
reinforces.
One of the great successes the
two have enjoyed thus far was the
showing of "Not a Love Story," a
radical-feminist fUm showing the
horrors of present day pornography and its rise in stature.
This is hardly the subject that
Hollywood Is currently delving into, which is why Stehlik Is so proud
ofhlswork .

piece " Independence Day," the
following night but received only
luke warm reviews from the press.
Cho re ograp h er C la rk 's
thealricial stunner " Acquired
Characters," a piece meant to portray how society treats ' the oppressed, was supercharged and inventive. I ts meaning, however, got
lost in the at times overwrought
production.
Claudia Gittleman is scheduled
to perform Nov. 11 and 12 and pan tomime artist Bob Berky will
make his Chicago debut at the
dance center Dec. 9 and 10.
Tickets are $4 for Columbia Col-

Daniel brings
back tnetnories
by Myrna Daley
Daniel, the movie that closed
on Friday at the Carnegie
Theatre is director Sidney
Lumet's offering In a long
string of outstanding films.
Starring Timothy Hutton as
Daniel, the son of Paul and
Rochells I saacson, the !ilm tell s
his and sister Susan's story. It
goes into detail about how both
children cope with adult life
long alter both parents have
been tried and executed for selling atomic secrets to the Rus-
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where it belongs.
The same cannot be said lor
his sister Susan, <played by
Amanda Plummer ). She cannot
live with the shame brought on
her by what her parents did and
she tries to kill herself. ·
This is not the best effort by
Sidney Llimet who has over the
years given us such master-

pieces as "Network'', "Prince
of the City", " Deathtrap" and
" The Verdict", but it does go in
depth into human behaviour

Tim Hutton in "Daniel" <photos courtesy of Paramount Pictures)
sians.

* CRNDY

lege students and $8 lor the general
public. " It's the best deal in town
when it comes to dance" said
general manager Carolyn Sell·
Inger.
The weekends in between will be
filled with performances by professional dance companies such as
" The Chicago Moving Company."
and individual dancers who
regularly rent space at the dance
center.
To keep abreast of what is happening at the dance center read the
department digest section of the
"Columbia Chronicle" or call the
dance center at 271-7804.

Based on the book, "The Book
of Daniel ' by E.L . Doctorow, it
is widely believed the story
parallels that ol the Rosenber gs
who were tried and executed In
the early fillies lor seiling
secrets to the Russians.
Both director Lumet and
writer Doctorow emphatically
deny this. Both claim that the
story told on the screen is one
about what happens to children
through the influence or parents
in early childhood.
If the story is to be taken
literally, this is quite true as the
story is completely fictional and
only loosely resembles the
Rosenberg story.
Then the fact that this is
Daniel 's story, seen through his
eyes goes along with this. He i s
no longer in his parents time, instead he quizzes people who
knew his parents.
He does this until he Is completely satisfied that he is
secure within himself as a
human being. Daniel is no
longer threatened by the fact
that he is the I saacsons' son. He
can go forward with strength
and put the past behind him

and it does grve us all a tot to
think about. Why do we act the
way we do? How would we react
in a situation that was beyond
our control but created by those
around us.
It show•; :hat we are not
always th•" ·me who shape our
own destwy as the saying goes.
But that we have to learn to
cope in any situation or wither
away.
Daniel chose to cope with his
life as it was. He put it into
perspective and went on from
there.
The supporting cast is a
celebrated one including
leading actors or stage, !ilm and
television including Ed Asner,
Mandy Patinkln, and Lindsay
Crouse. All give superb performances.
Even if Daniel is not the best
of Sidney Lumet's films, it still
had the scenematography that
makes his films unforgettable.
Set over four decades the filming was done to set the mood ol
the decade under study. It was
done well and Director or
Photography Andrzej Bartkowiak is to be congratulated
for his pictorial coup.
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by Ron Wojlec ki
Downstaters are talking college
football these days - particularly
Illinois football, the top team in the
Big Ten.
Could Wlnois be Rose Bowl
bound? Possibly. but the lighting
lllini have smelled the roses before
only to get stuck with a thorn.
Credited with the major success
of the lllini's potent offense is
coach Mike White's sensat ional
quarterback J ack Trudeau.
Trudeau, only a sophomore. is
already being hailed as the next
Tony Eason. He r anks among the
top passers in the country with a 63
percent passing completion mark.
Despite having another poor
season. Northwestern's Wildcats
stili have a silver lining in that
dark cloud. They are showing signs
of establishing a solid running attack.
Senior running back Ricky Edwards leads the way. ranking~
cond in the country among the allpurpose runners category. He
averages 170 yards per game.
which includes rushing. receiving.
kickoff returns and punt returns.•
Also, among the punting leaders
is senior John Kidd. ranked 51h in
the country . He is averaging 46
yards a punt.
There are two suburban colleges
who are leading Division Ill
schools in passing.
Elmhurst and Wbeaton Colleges
possess two powerful quarterbacks
who are ranked in the top ten of
Division Ill in passing efficiency.
Elmhurst's Senior Dion Rooney
.has passed for 150 yards per game
including 5 touchdowns. Wheaton
is No. I in passing offense, averaging 360 yards per game. Quarterback Keith Bishop has averaged
143 yards per game and ranks No. I
in total offense.
Both schools are also having
outstanding seasons in volleyball
and soccer.
Wheaton men's soccer team i s
ranked 8th in the top twenty or
Division Ill soccer. Wheaton has a
tradition of winning soccer championships and producing N.A .S.L .
players. Sting midlielder Charlie
f' ajkus is one of the many players
in the league.
The Elmhurst women's volleybali team is ranked 4th and have a
shot at No. I in Division II I
women's volleyball. Last year. the

@

If the Bulls' management is having a difficult time understanding

They drafted Sidney Green of
UNLV, which means that be bard.-Is
· troductioo to the

Loughery, perhaps most or them
reel as if they have traveled down
this weary road.

Whatley, and Mitcbell Wiggins !lf becamebeadiiMawbllnlwwbetnFlorida State. who not only led the veled, to ban ..._ 8llhed.
Seminoles in scoring, but reboun- and his p r e - - play baa ..._

Loughery, whom the Bulls
received from the Atlanta Hawks
for cash and a second-round draft
choice, is the Bulls' fourth head
coach in live years. and while the
rest or the league seems to be
stressing stability. the Bulls are
finding that difficult to come by.

dingaswell.
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Blue Jays won the first Chicago
Metro Conference championship,
finishing with a 43-9 record and
ranked No. I in the region and No. 9
in the nation. Coach Bill Walton
said he feels confident that his
squad will win the conference
championship again and the Division Ill championship.
Cold Steel on ke has returned to
the Chicago Stadium for another
hockey season. The Black Hawks
will try to start orr where they
finished last season - winning the
Norris Division.
The Hawks have been detoured
from advancing to the Stanley Cup
finals the lasUwo seasons.
In 1982. it was Vancouver who
won the semi-final series 4-t. And
you won't forget what Edmonton
did to the Hawks in l ast season's
playoffs. Coach Orval Tessier has
to find a way to get into the
finals. He hopes this year will be
the one they go all the way.
" We bolstered our defense with
the acquisition of Behn Wilson:·
said Tessier. "We have one goal in
our minds and that is to bring the
Stanley Cup to Chicago."
The Sting will try 1o bring
Chicago another soct-er title when
they open the indoor season
against San Diego on Nov. II at the
Chicago Stadium. After an up .and
down outdoor season. the Sting has
high hopes on winning an indoor title.
Sting fans have grown accustom.ed to the high scoring action or indoor soccer. The Sting won't disappoint them this season.
One of the premier bowling
events of the year will take place
on Nov. 13-19 at Glendale Height's
Brunswick Northern BowL The
$110,000 Brunswick Memorial
World Open will attract bowlers
from all over the world. Northern
Bowl has hosted II or the previous
world opens.
And let's congratulate the While
Sox on a great season, especially
the second haiL It was like a
dream come true - the All-Star
game and league championship ail
in one year. Maybe next year the
World Series. But before the Sox
start thinking ahead. they have
some problems that have to be settled before next season. Like. will
the Sox pay Julio Cruz $800,000 a
year? Who will they trade to get a
top notch relief pitcher'! It's wait
until next year.

" The whole thing was a
nightmare," sigh s Gener a l
Manager Rod Thorn. of last year's
28-54 squad, which entrenched the
Bulls in the lower echelon of the
NBA's worst division, and for the
second consecutive year, kept the
Bulls home at post-season lime.

Yet if the Bulls and Loughery are
optimistic about their play-off
possibilities it's because Thorn executed a wonderful coup on dran
day, coupled with some masterful
trading, and resulting in three
quality players who could produce

Bull's guard Reggie1beus.
Here is a capsule look at the ~i
tions and players who should make
things rather interesting for the
Bulls this season.
Guard: WhaUey and Wiggins
bring a Jot of class and talent to an
already respectable, but bardly
dominating oullit. Ronnie Lester is

by Phil Arvia
When Unive r sity Illinois Chicago Hockey Coach Val
Belmonte reported for his firsl
season as the school's head coach
in August of last year, he didn't
like what he saw. Belmonte had "a
team that just w asn't prepared.
The past administration just didn't
pian well for the jump to Division
one.' '
That l ack of preparation resulted

in the Flames' woeful 6-28-2
record, last place season in their
inaugural year in the Central Collegiate ·Hockey Association.
Another result. an almost completely rebuilt UIC hockey team.
This year's squad boasts 22 new
members, 21 or whom are
freshmen. There are only seven
holdovers. "Last year I bad a team
that wasn't really mine," says
Belmonte, "this is the firsl team I
recruited."

Despite the encouraging signs be
has picked up from his team,
Belmonte slUI tempers his enthusiasm with what be calls hts
"realistic optimism."

t
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at The Bteoketpno Hotel
Michigan Ave. at: Balbo

good.
Hla renewed respectabUity
could give the Bulls the opUaa o1
trading Theus, their leadllla
scorer, assist man, and ......
leader, who Is boldlaa aat llw •
upgradlllgofhiiiCIIIItrMt.
Forward: Again the Bulla baw
stockpiled talent thnJIIIb yeers ol
drafting, where David G~
is a proven, top-Oight power farward, and the ever-impnlviJia
Orlando Woolridge holds dDwll the
small forward slot. Green and Rod
Higgins lend quality baclt up llld
stability.

The NBA's powers have expanded the playoff · format to Include
two teams from each coolerence.
which, ~ on last year!s Standings. would still leave the Bulls
out in the cold, but with the addl·
lion or three talented players and
Loughery's defensive lendeDcles,
the playoffs do not seem 90 remote.
which may make past mi11tMes
II'IOI'ebearable.

U .I. C. hockey sets goals

Added size and speed are trails
or the "new " Flames, qualities
which l ast year were among the
more obvious short-i:Omings of the
team. The average size of the
F lames defensemen- is 6-1, 205
pounds, and their forwards Jist at
an even six feet. 185. "We've added
some really speedy forwards, too,"
stressed Belmonte.

t
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Center: While the surplus of
guards and forwards malle the
Bulls a presentable c:balllllll.
their fortunes will ultimately bblee
on the play of Dave Conloe. wbo
replaced Artis Gilmore last
season. to average nearly 14 poiDts
and nine rebounds. Tbere Is lltiiJ
some question about his ability to
duel with the best each nilllll out.
but a bigger roadbloclt res& Ill tbe
lack of a good back~. Wallace
Bryant, a second-I'Otllld pick from
two years ago, could prove actaquate back-up services.

Thorn brought in Paul Westhead.
formerly of the Lakers, to rev up
the attack by installing a Lakertype fast break. which augmented
the considerable skills or 6'-7" prototype guard Reggie Theus. but
made the Bulls one of the NBA's
l aughable entries. as they played
defense as if it were a disease.
But Loughery comes to the Bulls
with credible d e fensive
capabilities, which means that he
will continue to employ his thinly
disguised zone defenses such as the
trap and press. and especially
place pressure in the three-second
lane, which the Bulls often have
treated with escort-like services to
traveling dignitaries.

Er=:==-:E
smaller guards.

"Of course we're not going to .go
out and win the division, but we'll
be respectable. If I keep getting
the kind of Improvement that I've
90 far, we could be surprising
90me people by Olrlltmas. ••
Tile 11-team CCHA t.allel the lop
elf!)lt teams Into Its playoffs, and
qualifying for that evenlls the one
team goal Belmonte has llel. In a
rebuilding year, 1111alnst the
~·tumcs' touah schedule, even this
will be touf!)l to accomplish.
Over their !15 , ll&tne IIChedule,

me

will face coolenDCe puwas
Bowling Green, MlcblpD stMe.
and Northern Michigan, as well as
defending NCAA cbamploa
Wisconsin. " ObvioUsly, you caa't
get better unless you play tbe liDOd
teams." says Belmonte.
Just how tough the FI&D)IJII'
scbedule will be was evldeDc:ed Ill
their season-opening 111!rie11 wHII
Minnesota last weekend. Tile
GopherS handed UlC two straJ&IIl
losses. For Belmonte, tllcluP. Ole
defeats were not wllboul ~
gpols.

'last year I had a team that
wasn't really mine.'
"Sean Cronin and Grec ODaper,
who are both sophomol'eS, pl.,.t
well, and our goalie Jim llkb.Y
gave us some good work."
While Belmonte Is reluctlilll ID
name names, fans sbollld aiiO a.t
to newcomers Jamie ~
Harry Armstrong, OMid , . _
and Paul Pulls to lead tile......_
n - four were lelecteclla ~'I
NHL Entry Dralt.

Ilia.,._

Belmonte has dedicated
to building for the flllure. aad •
youna as they are, there Ia ~
of that. He Is fond of SlYinllhlllll
like. "If not this - - lhen
next." Pl\11, with II hard - - -·
talented freehmen enllltecl Ia Ilia

COI'llll· Bel monte aaya. "JIIIt "'"
l ' - CUYI a c:oupkl of ,..n u' then. waldl out."

